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Week 128, Day 4: Christine Padesky, PhD 

How to Nudge Clients Away from Over-Analyzing  

Their Emotional Triggers  

Dr. Buczynski: When some clients get triggered, they can tend toward wanting to analyze or intellectualize 
these reactions. But it can often be more useful to help them come out of their heads, and back into their 
bodies. Here’s how Dr. Christine Padesky languages this with her clients. 

Dr. Padesky: To get people to notice their body responses when they are triggered and go beyond analyzing 
and intellectualizing, I pretty much direct them to do it. If people are intellectualizing and they’re in their 
head, then I'll just ask them to be quiet, because usually talking can be a form of avoidance.  

If I think that's what's happening and I want them to experience more of the emotion, then I'll often ask 
people to be quiet, pay attention, think about the trigger, and notice what happens in their mood and in their 
body. I'll ask them to start with whatever thing I think they're more aware of. If they're more mood aware, I 
might say, "Pay attention to that mood. Where do you feel that mood? Where do you feel it in your body?" 
That sort of thing. If they're more body aware, I'll start with that and maybe lead to the mood. 

If they're really out of touch with both their body and their mood, then I might say, "Tell me what 
happened." I might lead the way through empathic responses. If they're cut off and flat, then as they tell me 
their story, I'll say, "I'm really sorry that happened to you. When you describe that, I find myself feeling really 
sad," and I'll be quiet then.  

Sometimes they try to deflect that and say, "You don't need to feel sad. It happened a long time ago. It's not 
a big deal." I'll say, "I think it is a big deal. Maybe at the time you coped really well by pushing it aside and 
saying, 'It isn't a big deal,' but this is a safe place and maybe we can talk together right now about the impact 
this has had on you." 

I'll become more somber and lead with emotion myself, which will often help the person begin to get more 
to that place because for some people their best coping has been to wall off the emotion. But if I feel it's at a 
time in their life where it would be more beneficial to them their growth, getting through this, incorporating 
this in their life, being able to move forward, and not having the vestiges of the trauma continue to hurt 
them, then I will really shepherd them into that place where they can experience the feelings more.  

Dr. Buczynski: When we lead with our own emotional reactions to a client’s story, that can help to create a 
place where it is okay for them to experience emotion.  

But how do we help clients who respond to intense emotion by dissociating or by self-harming? 

Well, Christine has two exercises for working with each of these responses. 

Dr. Padesky: If they disconnect from their bodies, they're 
probably dissociating. I start by normalizing that and saying, 
"Disassociation can be a really good coping tool when things are 
overwhelming and too much for us to handle."  

First, I'll do a little education about dissociating because I don't 
want people to feel ashamed about dissociating or that it's a bad 

"Disassociation can be a really 

good coping tool when things 

are overwhelming and too 

much for us to handle."  
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thing. This habit has happened most often with my clients who've had childhood trauma because children 
don't have a lot of coping possibilities. But even adults, if trauma, abuse, torture - whatever people have 
gone through - has been severe enough, dissociation is actually a really, really good coping mechanism. First, 
hats off to dissociation as a good coping mechanism. Then I'll say, "One of the potential problems of 
dissociation," or I'll ask them, "What have been the problems for you in getting cut off?"  

They'll often say, "Sometimes I really leave the situation I'm in. I don't stand up for myself." Maybe they kind 
of black out, in a sense, from awareness of what's going on around them for periods of time. 

I'll say to them. "What would be really helpful is if you would be able to experience this and process it with 
me, so it doesn't have to continue to be something that takes over your life. But in order to do that, you're 
going to have to be willing to feel some things." If people have good emotional tolerance, then we'll just 
move forward to the next step. If they don't have good emotional tolerance and don't handle intense 
emotion well, I might actually take a detour in therapy and work with them on strategies they can use if they 
start to feel really angry. These are strategies they can use if they feel anxious and strategies they can use if 
they start to feel really sad, to boost their mood.  

To help people build more tolerance and ability to tolerate moods and manage them without dissociating, 
oftentimes, I've made grids with them. I'll make a 2x2 grid [for when they’re] alone, with other people, and 
daytime or nighttime, because we need different coping skills depending on the circumstances we're in. Then 
we'll have a grid for any mood they find they struggle with that would make them want to dissociate. 
Oftentimes, one of the grids is fear. Another might be anger and another sadness. We might do mad, sad and 
afraid. 

Then what we do is we really brainstorm together. It's not that I tell them what to do. We brainstorm. What 
do you think you could do if you started to feel really afraid? We'll make a list of a lot of things, and then we'll 
put them in the grid in terms of, is this something you could do in the day if you were alone? Is this 
something you could do if you were home at night and your roommate was there?  

For example, it could be anything. Some people like to listen to certain music and dance. They dance it away 
and that helps. Other people might like to ride a bicycle, or go for a walk, take a warm shower, or hug a teddy 
bear. We go to all sorts of things, and they can be different developmental levels especially for people 
who've had a lot of childhood abuse. Sometimes more childlike things like wrapping up in a blanket and real 
snuggling, for some people, makes them feel more secure. 

We brainstorm lots of different things, then we don't assume they will work. We practice them. We might 
practice them in session by talking about things and then signaling when a certain mood gets activated. Then 
we try the things on the list and see what works and what doesn't work. I also have them practice them at 
home. They might do some journaling or some things that would evoke a mood. Then when that mood gets 
evoked to a medium level, they go in and try their coping things. If that works, then they might see if they 
can evoke and tolerate a little bit more mood before they use their coping method. 

I also work with them to use those coping methods for at least five or ten minutes before they give up on it - 
sometimes even fifteen depending upon what it is because moods don't just rapidly go down. I find that once 
people have practiced different coping strategies and find out what works for them, they'll be more ready to 
do that more emotional work and therapy.  

Sometimes, the clients I've had to do this with, have a habit of cutting or self-harming as the main thing 
they've done to relieve emotion. With those clients, we work on alternative things because cutting and self-
harming are quite powerful emotional management tools; they do release endorphins and help reduce pain. 
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We'll talk about what are alternative things you can do to release endorphins? We talk a bit about that body 
process, and again, the good reasons for doing it. You're trying to reduce your pain and get in control - I get 
that. Maybe we could figure out a way to do that, that didn't have as many costs for you. 

There are classic things you can teach people like have them hold an ice cube till it melts. It will create an 
intense burning sensation, but it won't generally hurt people at least if the ice cube is not too big. Then they 
can see, does that relieve the pain as well as burning or cutting yourself? Essentially, it's a matter of 
brainstorming, experimenting, and really putting the person in control - helping them really find what works 
best for them.  

Once people have mood management skills, what I do is invite them to talk about the thing they tend to 
dissociate from when they get detached in their body. I'll put them in control. I'll say, "We're going to talk 
about this, but I don’t want you to dissociate the first time we talk about it. I'm going to watch my watch and 
I don't want us to talk about it for more than ten seconds. Do you think you could talk about it ten seconds 

without dissociating?" Then step-by-step we'll start increasing the 
time. I put my client in control because I think dissociation is 
something we do when we feel like things are going to keep going 
on no matter what and we don't have any control. 

I'll tell them, "At any time, you can say to me, 'That's enough. Let's 
stop.’" If a client says that, I will stop. I won't press them or say, 
"What do you think?" unless they're stopping and completely 
avoiding, in which case I might say, "What are you afraid might 
happen if you didn't avoid? Let's do an experiment for five seconds, 

ten seconds, fifteen seconds." We keep expanding it until they are able to talk about or experience whatever 
it is that, prior to this, they've only dissociated when it began to happen.  

Dr. Buczynski: So by helping clients slowly ease themselves into an emotional experience, we can often begin 
to help them reverse out of unhealthy coping mechanisms.  

Now tomorrow’s Friday. And that means it’s time for our critical insights session. I’ll be joined by doctors Ron 
Siegel and Kelly McGonigal. And we’ll synthesize some of the ideas from this week. 

But right now, I’d like to hear from you. How will you use the ideas you just heard in your practice? 

Please leave a comment below, and I’ll see you tomorrow. 

 

“Dissociation is something 

we do when we feel like 

things are going to keep 

going on no matter what and 

we don't have any control.” 


